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Abstract— A new type of wrist-mounted robot, the
Supernumerary Robotic (SR) Fingers, is proposed to work
closely with the human hand and aid the human in performing a
variety of prehensile tasks. For people with diminished
functionality of their hands, these robotic fingers could provide
the opportunity to live with more independence and work more
productively. A natural and implicit coordination between the SR
Fingers and the human fingers is required so the robot can be
transformed to act as part of the human body. This paper
presents a novel control algorithm, termed “Bio-Artificial
Synergies”, which enables the SR and human fingers to share the
task load together and adapt to diverse task conditions. Through
grasp experiments and data analysis, postural synergies were
found for a seven-fingered hand comprised of two SR Fingers
and five human fingers. The synergy-based control law was then
extracted from the experimental data using Partial Least Squares
(PLS) regression and tested on the SR Finger prototype as a
proof of concept.
Keywords-wearable robots; supernumerary robotic limbs;
grasping; postural synergy; Partial Least Squares regression

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wearable robots represent a special class of robots that are
physically attached to the human and perform tasks closely
with the wearer. Two types of wearable robots have already
been studied extensively: exoskeletons and prosthetic devices.
The former extends the joint strength of the human body by
attaching actuators to individual human joints and the latter
substitutes lost human limbs with mechanical proxies.
Recently, a third type of wearable robots, Supernumerary
Robotic (SR) Limbs, has been explored. The SR Limbs are
attached directly to the human body to aid the user in holding
objects, supporting the body weight, sharing a workload, and
streamlining the execution of a task. For example, WaistMounted robotic arms not only can hold extra tools for a
worker when performing manufacturing and assembly tasks,
but also can brace the human body against a wall or a
surrounding structure to reduce the load on the knee and hip
joints while consuming minimal energy [1-3]. Another
example is Robot-on-the-Shoulder, which can assist the human
in lifting and holding an object in the overhead area, allowing a
worker to carry out overhead installation and maintenance jobs
1
with ease [4-5].
*Experiments reported in this paper are performed following COUHES
approved protocol # 1402006178.

This paper discusses another type of SR Limbs:
Supernumerary Robotic Fingers. SR Fingers are attached to
the wrist of a human to extend the functionality and capability
of the five human fingers. These robotic fingers can assist the
human in performing difficult tasks, such as grasping a large or
oddly-shaped object, and holding an object while the human
fingers perform a dexterous task on the object, e.g. holding a
tablet computer while typing letters on it or holding a water
bottle while taking the cap off.
Integrating the motion of the SR Limbs with that of the
human limbs is a critical challenge. Compared to conventional
control between a separate, self-standing robot and a human,
more natural and implicitly coordinated control is required for
the SR Limbs so the human can come to perceive the robotic
limbs as an extension of his/her own body, although they are
biologically uncoupled. This implies that the SR limbs can
effectively assist the human without requiring explicit
commands. Rather, the motion of SR limbs is linked to the
human limbs, conforming to a functional relationship with the
human limbs in a way that is perceived to be natural to the
human. Here, we present a novel control algorithm, termed
“Bio-Artificial Synergies”, inspired by neuromotor control to
coordinate the combination of the innervated human limbs and
non-innervated SR Limbs such that they share the task load and
adapt to diverse task conditions.
Since the concept of synergies was proposed in 1967 [6], it
has been studied extensively in neurophysiology and
experimental brain science. In the context of locomotion and
motor control, synergies are defined as groups of muscles
jointly activated by a single central control signal [7]. This
coherent activation, in space or time, of the muscle groups is
much more efficient than directly controlling all of the
redundant muscles of the body [8]. Through the sequencing
and superposition of only a small number of these muscle
synergies, a large variation of complex, multiphasic
movements can be accomplished [9, 10]. Muscle synergies
have been used to explain limb trajectories and gait
modifications in frogs [11, 12] and cats [13]. Synergies have
also been identified in human motion during reaching
movements [14-16], turning and balancing [17], as well as
forward and backward walking [18, 19]. Prehensile tasks alone
have led to a wealth of literature on postural and forcestabilizing synergies [20-25].
Synergies have also been utilized in the realm of robotics
control and design. They were used for controlling upper arm

neuroprosthesis [26] to significantly simplify the multi-DOF
motion. Grasp synergies [20] were applied to robotic hand
design [27-30] and grasp planning and control [31-38].
Alternatively, nonlinear oscillators have used synergies to learn
and reproduce complex rhythmic movements [39, 40].
To achieve the above mentioned “natural and implicit
coordination”, we first explored the concept of postural
synergy between the human limbs and the SR Limbs, in
particular concentrating on grasping postures. We describe this
type of synergy as “Bio-Artificial” to differentiate it from those
reported in neurophysiology literature, since nerves do not
extend to the SR Limbs. This paper briefly presents the design
concept of the SR Fingers and mainly focuses on the synergybased control that enables the desired coordination between the
robot and human fingers. In the preliminary design, the two SR
Fingers are attached to the human wrist to form a 7-fingered
hand. The postural synergies among the seven fingers are
analyzed using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and
Partial Least Square (PLS) regression is used to correlate the
human finger movements with the robotic finger movements in
order to create a tightly coordinated control. The experimental
data of actual grasping tests were analyzed to validate the datadriven methodology for coordinating human-robot fingers.
II.

SUPERNUMERARY ROBOTIC FINGERS: A DESIGN
CONCEPT

When individuals have diminished dexterity and range of
motion in their hands due to aging or disabilities, it can be
difficult for them to perform routine tasks of living, such as
taking the lid off a jar or picking up a pot of plant. According
to the US Census, there are at least 52.6 million people
currently suffering from some extent of dexterity and limb
mobility impairment [41]. Although a range of assistive
technologies are available, they provide only limited or specific
assistances, e.g. a specialized grip on a pen for easy grasping
and automatic card shufflers. High-tech assistive devices, such
as specially adapted computers, are more useful, but few are
ready to use directly out-of-the-box. Considerable end-user
training is required for those devices.
It would be ideal to have a device that operates seamlessly
with the human hand and effortlessly fulfills a multitude of
functions, as if it were part of the human body. SR Fingers that
are mounted to the human hand could complement the existing
human fingers and enable the user to more comfortably and
easily perform manual tasks. Since the SR Fingers are not as
limited in size, range, and motion as the human fingers are,
they are especially beneficial for grasping objects that are
usually deemed difficult to grip, including objects that are
large, oddly-shaped, heavy, slippery, too hot, or too cold. The
SR Fingers can also help the user to perform tasks that usually
require two hands, such as zipping up a zipper or plugging in a
battery charger, with a single hand. This gives the SR Fingers
the potential to serve as prosthetic devices, replacing or
supplementing traditional prostheses. Additionally, tools can be
attached to the tips of the SR Fingers to facilitate tasks that
require more than the bare hands. Fig. 1 illustrates some
examples of possible configurations and applications of the SR
Fingers.

Figure 1. SR Fingers could provide the assistance needed to more
comfortably and securely grasp objects and perform tasks.

In anticipation of circumstances where only the SR Fingers
are used to carry the weight of an object while the human
fingers perform more precise and delicate actions, we designed
a pair of SR Fingers that mimics the human grasping action
[42]. To provide the robotic fingers with the largest workspace
possible around the human hand while keeping the design
relatively simple, the two SR Fingers are fixed to opposite
sides of the wrist, as depicted in Fig. 2. Each SR Finger has 3
DOF, with RT moving similarly to the human thumb
(including finger circumduction, abduction, and flexion) and
RF similar to one of the long fingers (including abduction and
two flexion movements). The SR Fingers have fewer DOFs
than the actual fingers being mimicked, which enable easier
prototyping and control while still allow for various grasping
postures.
The size of the SR Fingers and their range of motion are

Figure 2. SR Fingers are mounted on the human wrist to form a 7-fingered
hand: 5 human fingers and 2 robotic fingers.

greater than those of the human fingers to account for large
objects and complex tasks. The human index finger is used as a
base line, which has the greatest range of motion (20o abduction
and 80o~110o flexion) [43] and a reported maximum fingertip
force of 5.7N [44]. The SR Fingers, after testing a few different
sizes and configurations next to common objects, were selected
to have 300o of movement in the proximal joint and 200o
movement in the other two joints, where RT is 200 mm long
and RF 220 mm long, to cover a large operation space. The
first two moving links of the SR Fingers consist of only the
actuators (32 mm x 50 mm x 40 mm), as shown in Fig. 2, to
keep the center of mass close to the wrist and limit the
actuators’ inertial contribution to the finger movement. These
actuators, Dynamixel AX-12A servos (Robotis, South Korea),
are rated at a maximum torque of 1.5 Nm to enable the SR
Fingers to sustain fingertip forces similar to those experienced
by the human fingers during grasping motion [44]. The last link
is 70 m and 90 m long for RT and RF, respectively, where the
breadth and depth ratio of the two ends of the link follows that
of the human finger [45]. This preliminary design serves as a
proof of concept for wearable robotic fingers and a test bed for
human-robot coordination control. Feasibility studies of
different finger layout and optimization of the mechanical
design are to be investigated beyond the proof of concept stage
and are thus out of the scope of this paper.
III.

BIO-ARTIFICIAL SYNERGIES

As mentioned earlier, postural synergies were found in 5fingered hands during prehensile actions [20]. The question is
whether we can apply the same principle to a 7-fingered hand
to achieve postures that feels and looks natural to the user. To
address this issue, we captured static grasping data of a 7fingered hand using a protocol similar to the one presented in
[20] and synthesized the most significant variables that explain
the data variance with PCA.
The modeled 7-fingered hand in Fig. 2 was used to simulate
grasping in SolidWorks (SolidWorks, Waltham, MA) of 8
objects with diverse shapes and sizes. The objects were
selected so all 7 fingers can be used to perform the grasp, and
as a result small objects such as pencils or cards were not used.
The modeled fingers were moved individually until the user
subjectively decides that the best grasping position has been
reached. Five trials were performed for each object, where the
posture and grasp locations varied between trials, as shown in
Fig. 3.
Similar to [20], the 7-fingered hand grasping posture was
tested without force feedback so the general form of the posture
is only affected by the geometry of the hand and not by
external factors, such as contact forces and slippage. The
purpose of the posture evaluation is to extract human
preferences in positioning fingers, which is subconsciously
known to the users but difficult to describe. Solidworks is not
ideal for generating stable grasps, but it is a platform that
allows manual manipulation of fingers and viewing of the
posture from different angles, which helps the users determine
what looks “natural” to them. Further analysis involving force
interaction and stability will enhance grasp performance of the
SR Fingers, but it is not included in this paper as only the

Figure 3. Various objects were grasped at diverse locations to gather data
for synthesizing postural synergies of a 7-fingered hand.

general form of grasping postures are being investigated at this
stage.
We measured 19 joint angles for the human fingers and 6
for the robotic fingers. The inward circumduction of the thumb,
the abduction of each finger, as well as the flexion of the
metacarpophalangeal and interphalangeal joints were defined
as positive; the joint angles were set to 0o when the fingers were
straight, close together, and in plane with the palm. Angles of
the robotic finger joints were defined as 0o when RF was
pointing straight forward like the human fingers, and RT was in
plane with the palm but perpendicular to the wrist.
PCA was selected for analyzing the grasping data because it
is particularly effective at dealing with situations with large
number of system variables (r=19+6=25) and small number of
observations (N=40). The data was put into a matrix X
X = [ x1 ,⋯ , x N ] ∈ ℜ r × N ,

(1)

where xi = [ x1 , ⋯, xr ]T is a sample of mean-centered joint
angles. Using the eigenvectors (vi) and eigenvalues (λi) of the
covariance of X, we can approximate XXT with

XXT ≅ λ1 v1 v1T + λ2 v 2 v 2T + ⋯ + λs v s v sT ,

(2)

where s ≤ r < N. The accuracy of this approximation represents
the data percentage variance accounted for by the PCs. It is
evaluated with the eigenvalues as

µ=

λ1 + λ2 + ⋯ λs
× 100% .
λ1 + λ2 + ⋯ λr

(3)

Fig. 4 illustrates the calculated μ for each of the first 6 PCs.
For the 7-fingered hand, the first two PCs together can account
for approximately 82% of the variance, which suggests that

grasping postures of a 7-fingered hand can be produced with
much fewer DOFs, reducing from 25 to 2 or 3. This is
consistent with the human grasp synergy. Since the number of
data sample is at least 10 times larger than the number of
meaningful variables, the dominant PCs for grasping postures
that require all 7 fingers are believed to be sufficiently
approximated in this analysis. Fig. 4 also includes the result of
PCA performed on the joint angles of the human fingers lone.
Although the percentage variance shown is slightly higher than
the average value reported in [20], it is comparable to most
values found in actual subjects’ tests. In both 5-fingered and 7fingered data analysis, PCA revealed that the first component
of the grasping postural synergy represents in-phase motion of
the thumb and the other four fingers, while the second
component indicates out-of-phase motion. Interestingly, the 2
robotic fingers, too, exhibited similar patterns of motion: the
first component is in-phase motion of the two SR Fingers,
while the second component is out-of-phase motion.
SolidWorks models were also constructed with the SR Fingers
mounted further down the forearm, and PCA results were
similar to those shown in Fig. 4. Although the coefficients of
the specific PCs changed, the general in-phase and out-ofphase motion represented by the first two PCs remained the
same.
Since the two SR Fingers were designed to take the role of
the thumb and an ordinary finger, it was hypothesized that RT
would be more correlated with the human thumb than with the
other four fingers and vice versa for RF. This was verified by
performing PCA on two separate data groups, one consists of
the thumb and RT measurements, and the other consists of data
from the rest of the human fingers and RF. As shown in Table
1, the percentage variances explained by the PCs of each
subgroup are higher than those explained by the PCs of the
entire data set. Especially for the thumb and RT combination,
the variances accounted for by the first two PCs increased 10%.
Although the subgroup containing RF and the other four human
fingers only exhibited slight improvement, it still means that
the thumb and RT had little effects on the rest of the fingers.
For comparison purposes, the data of the thumb and the other
four fingers were also separated for the 5-fingered hand and the
PCA result showed similar improvement. These findings

TABLE I.

DATA VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY SUB-SYNERGY GROUPS
Percentage Variance

Principal
Components

PC1

5-Fingered Hand

7-Fingered Hand

Thumb

4 Fingers

Thumb+RT

77.8

69.7

73.1

66.6
20.3

PC2

18.5

98.1

70.3
65.5

21.2

20.6

PC1+PC2

4 Fingers+RF

15.6
16.9

88.2

94.3

87.2

85.9
82.4

suggest that sub-synergies exist within the four fingers, and the
thumb forms another set of sub-synergies separately. These
sub-synergies are also extended to the SR Fingers, which may
help with correlating and coordinating the movements between
the human hand and the robotic fingers.
IV.

COORDINATION CONTROL BASED ON PARTIAL LEAST
SQUARES REGRESSION

The Bio-Artificial postural synergy of the 7-fingered hand
analyzed with PCA suggests that as long as the task is to
enclose a class of objects with all 7 fingers, the motion of the
SR Fingers is strongly correlated with the motion of the human
fingers. Our objective, however, is not merely to find postural
synergy of augmented fingers, but also to obtain a useful
control law for natural and implicit coordination between
mechanical and biological limbs. Therefore, we need to be able
to predict the posture of the SR Fingers based on the posture of
the human fingers. To that end, we re-formulated the PC-based
analysis by splitting the experimental data into an input matrix
X, consisting of data from only the 5 human fingers, and an
output matrix Y, consisting of data from the 2 SR Fingers.
X = [ x1 ,⋯ , x N ] ∈ ℜ n× N , Y = [y1 , ⋯ , y N ] ∈ ℜ m× N ,

(4)

where xi = [ x1 , ⋯, xn ]T is a sample of mean-centered joint
angles of the human fingers and y i = [ y1 , ⋯ , ym ]T is that of the
SR Fingers (n=19, m=6).
Similar to PCA, we consider a unit vector in the input space
v ∈ ℜ n×1 and the projection of each input sample onto the unit
vector is z i = vT x i , i = 1,⋯, N . Unlike PCA, we also
consider a unit vector in the output space w ∈ ℜm×1 and the
projection of each output sample onto the vector is si = wT y i .
These projections are called latent variables. We can find the
specific directions of the two unit vectors that maximize the
correlation between the two latent variables with
N

v o , w o = arg max ∑ z i s i = arg max vT XY T w , (5)
| v| =1
|w| =1 i =1

Figure 4. Data variance explained by each principal component for 5fingered hand and 7-fingered hand.

| v| =1
|w| =1

The solution is given by the following: v o is the unit
eigenvector associated with the maximum eigenvalue of matrix
XY T YX T , while w o is the unit eigenvector associated with the
maximum eigenvalue of matrix YX T XY T . This pair of

eigenvectors gives the most significant component in
correlating the input and output data. This is the key concept of
Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression [46].
The complete algorithm provides a series of unit vectors in
the order of descending significance. Repeating the same
process for the residue of the data until the output can be well
predicted by input components, we can obtain a control law
that maximally correlates the posture of two robotic fingers
with the posture of the five human fingers. It is in the form of:
y = xA ,

(6)

where matrix A contains information of all the eigenvectors of
both input and output data matrices as well as the correlation
strength of each pair of input and output latent variables.
To visualize the result of PLS analysis of the 7-fingered
hand, Fig. 5 illustrates the first and second PLS components in
both input and output spaces. Similar to the PCs, the first 2 PLS
components represent in-phase and out-of-phase motion of the
fingers. The difference between PCA and PLS is that PCA
treats the correlations between all variables equally while PLS
emphasizes on the correlations between input variables and
output variables. Taking into account of circumstances where a
component is small in the input space but it is highly correlated
with some output components, PLS can make accurate
predictions based on input-out correlation. As a result,
however, the first few PLS components tend to account for less
variance in the entire data set than the PCs: the first two

components of PLS account for approximately 80% of the total
data variance (Table 2), whereas the first two PCs explain 84%
of variance. Splitting the data into subgroups helps increasing
the amount of data variance the components account for,
although the improvement is not as significant as those
observed in PCA. Based on the tabulated results, the synergybased postural control can be reasonably accomplished by PLS.
Furthermore, if sub-synergies are used to control the movement
of SR Fingers, i.e. using the thumb motion to predict the
motion of RT and the other fingers for RF, only 2 or 3 PLS
components would be sufficient to coordinate robotic fingers in
concert with the human fingers.
TABLE II.
DATA VARIANCE EXPLAINED IN INPUT AND OUTPUT
SPACES FOR THE WHOLE DATA SET AND SUB-SYNGERY GROUPS

Input

PC2

Output

Input

64.6

20.8

68.2

X→Y

66.4
77.8

Thumb → RT

70.7

69.7

Finger → RF

Input

6.1

89.0

20.2

2.8

14.2

Output
70.7
79.8

98.0

11.5
67.8

68.7

PC1+PC2

Output
13.4

74.2

73.5
85.8

10.0

83.9

12.1

77.8
80.8

As mentioned earlier, since only general grasping postures
are being analyzed here, the SR Finger positions predicted by
PLS only forms the general grasping shape in correspondence
to human finger positions. To guarantee that an optimal and
stable 7-finger grasp is actually performed on an object, more
details, for example contact force synergies or joint torque
synergies, need to be included in the synergy-based control.
Since the goal of this paper is to prove that the SR Fingers can
move in concert with the human fingers in a natural and
implicit manner, postural synergy alone is sufficient.
V.

Figure 5. First two components of PLS analysis: The posture of the 2
SR fingers is correlated to the measured posture of the 5 human fingers.

PC1

Synergy Group

PROTOTYPING AND EXPERIMENT

To confirm the Bio-Artificial synergies found in the
SolidWorks models and validate the performance of the
synergy-based control scheme of a 7-fingered hand, we
constructed a prototype of the SR Fingers, which is shown in
Fig. 6a. The robotic fingers are mounted on the wrist of the
user with a 3D printed (fused deposition modeling) brace. The
weight of the device (<250 g) is evenly distributed along the
wrist and part of the forearm for better comfort.
We executed actual “grasps” while wearing the prototype
SR Fingers on 20 objects of common shapes and sizes, as
shown in Fig. 6b, where the fingers are close to but not
touching the surface of the object (again, to extract the postural
data that are unaffected by forces). Five trials were performed
for each object and the average of the trials was used for
analysis. The human hand posture was measured by a
ShapeHand data glove (Measurand, Toronto, Canada), which
contains fiber optics sensors that can precisely capture the
positions of the wrist, the finger tips, and finger joints. The
robotic fingers were moved by the user via LabVIEW
(National Instruments, Austin, TX) until the “best” grasping
position is reached. This “best” position is subjectively decided
by the user, and it changes between trials as the human fingers

Figure 6. (a) Prototype of the two robotic fingers mounted on the human
wrist. (b) Grasping experiment of the 7-fingered hand was conducted
using a data glove.

approach the object at different locations.
The PCA result of the experimental data reveals that the
first two PCs account for 76% of the variance, which is lower
than the result presented in Fig. 4. This could be caused by the
physical differences between the model and the subject’s hand,
as well as the distinct grasping habit of the subject that was not
translated into the models. Nevertheless, there is a significant
reduction of DOFs needed to form grasping postures, justifying
the Bio-Artificial postural synergy for a 7-fingered hand. It is
interesting to note that although the PCs of a 5-fingered hand
also accounted for lower percentage variance than the models’
PCs, the value happens to be the same as the average value
reported in [20].
Sub-synergy groups were also found in actual grasping
tests. Just like before, the measurements for the thumb and RT
were grouped separately from the rest of the measurements,
and the percentage variance accounted for by the subgroups’
PCs increased (Table 3). The improvement is much more
obvious in the experimental data, with the first two PCs
accounting for over 90% of data variance in both groups.
Furthermore, the first two PCs of the subgroups for the 5fingered hand accounted for almost 100% of all data variance,
which definitively verifies the existence of sub-synergies in the
human hand.

output space (88% variance for both input and output
variables). Fig. 7 is an example of the error between the
predicted SR Finger joint angles and the actual angles the user
chose. In general, most of the error seems to be in joint 4 and 5,
which are the first two joints of RF. Since the user can choose
the RF to either support an object from the bottom or from the
side, the orientation of RF varies significantly, even between
grasping trials of the same object. The position of RT on the
other hand is usually in the same direction as the human thumb,
hence the errors are smaller. Fig. 8a shows the distribution of
the prediction error for the entire data set, and almost 60% of
the cases exhibited error less than ±10o, which is acceptable for
the purpose of defining general grasping postures. PLS was
also performed on subgroups of variables, separately predicting
the position of RT with the thumb measurements and RF with
the other four fingers. The prediction error using sub-group
synergies is much smaller across all 6 output variables, as
shown in the example plotted in Fig. 7. This example is not a
rare occurrence, since Fig. 8b points out that over 80% of the
cases had an error less than ±10o.

Figure 7. RS Finger joint angles are predicted based on human hand
grasping posture for one object (PCV pipe) using 3 PLS components. The
prediction error is smaller when the data is divided into sub-synergy groups.

Using PLS to predict the position of robotic fingers based
on the human finger positions, we employed 3 PLS
components, which accounted for 77% of variance in the
TABLE III.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY SUBSYNERGY GROUPS
Percentage Variance

Principal
Components

PC1
PC2
PC1+PC2

5-Fingered Hand

7-Fingered Hand

Thumb

4 Fingers

Thumb+RT

67.3

80.6

54.9

66.9
32.2

17.5

35.5

12.0
14.3

98.2
84.5

78.8
62.0

17.6
99.6

4 Fingers+RF

90.4

90.8
76.3

Figure 8. Prediction error distribution for RS Finger joint angles, when 3 PLS
components are used, for all objects. (a) Error predicted using the entire data
set. (b) Error predicted using sub-synergy groups.

Finally, to demonstrate the usefulness of the SR Fingers
and the effectiveness of the synergy-based control, we
implemented a simple data glove by attaching 3 stretch sensors
(StretchSense, New Zealand) to the human hand, one on the
thumb, one on the index finger, and one on the middle finger
(simulating 3 PCs) and streaming live finger bending data into

Figure 9. Using only three stretch sensors, the motion of the SR

Figure 10. Normally a person with small hands cannot grab large objects,
such as a basketball, with a single hand. The SR Fingers can help the
person to accomplish those tasks.

Fingers can be coordinated with that of the human fingers.

LabVIEW to directly control the position of the SR Fingers
(Fig. 9). PLS was performed to relate the stretch sensor reading
to the ShapeHand measurements and the robotic finger joint
angles. With only three sensors, the motion of the SR Fingers
can already be coordinated with the motion of the human
fingers to perform synchronized in-phase and out-of-phase
movements, similar to those shown in Fig. 5. Using servo
torque limits to help detect contact, we performed a few
common grasp tasks with this setup. Shown in Fig. 10, a person
with small hands can grab a large ball single handedly with the
assistance of the SR Fingers, which is almost impossible for the
user to do normally. The SR Fingers can also help the user to
grasp objects in different ways (Fig. 11). And lastly, after the
robotic fingers reach the desired positions, a hold function can
be initiated, allowing the user to perform 2-handed tasks with a
single hand, for example typing on a tablet computer (Fig. 12,
the glove was removed to enable typing).
VI.

Figure 11. The SR Fingers can adapt to the user’s grasping posture.

CONCLUSION

The synergy-based coordination control presented in this
paper provides a novel and effective algorithm for correlating
SR Fingers with the human fingers in a natural and implicit
manner. The Bio-Artificial synergies generate low-level
behaviors that play the key role in transforming a robot to act
as part of the human body. They are essential in bringing
innervated and non-innervated limbs together to share the work
load, compensate for one another, and adapt to various tasks.
So far, we considered only the joint angles of each finger,
but finger force and torque play an important role in grasp
stability too [47, 48]. Our next step is to determine correlation
of fingertip forces between SR and human fingers. Control of
contact forces will be more effective than merely controlling
the hand posture in adapting to the irregularity and uncertainty
of the object, hence enabling better grasp stability as reported
in the literature of human fingers [21-25].
Bio-Artificial grasp synergies of the combined human-SR
Fingers depend on the number of SR Fingers used, their size
and shape, as well as the position and orientation of where the
SR Fingers are attached to the human. It is important to find the
right finger morphology and attachment configuration for

Figure 12. The 7-fingered hand can perform tasks that would usually
require two hands, such as holding up a tablet computer and typing
letters on it.

effective grasp, which can be optimized via traditional grasp
theories, including grasp stability [49], form closure [50], force
closure [51], and others [52].
The correlation control law may depend on the context,
state, and other parameters of the task process, which means
some higher-level description of the task, perhaps a backbone
task model, is required to embed a collection of synergies in
individual steps for more flexible task execution. Considering
the natural and implicit nature of synergy-based control, we can
view it as the lowest-level behavior in a hierarchical control
system. Unless otherwise specifically requested or conditioned,
the synergy-based control kicks in with a set of default
parameter values. As more specific conditions and
requirements are imposed, the synergy-based control must be

modified, or switched to other synergies by a higher-level
controller. Coloured Petri Net [53] may be used to integrate the
bottom-up control method into a high-level, backbone
controller consisting of discrete states.
The methodologies described in this paper can be extended
to larger size SR Limbs in diverse tasks and contexts, such as
manufacturing, construction, and elderly care. SR Limbs will
be a promising and important branch of wearable robots that
will infuse unique concepts of human-robot coordination. We
hope this will provide a new direction for human-robot
interaction and enable other assistive technologies to be
developed in the future.
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